F5 and Apple
PARTNERSHIP OVERVIEW

“We’re very excited that F5 now
offers enhanced support for iPad
and iPhone devices. Being able
to leverage our successful BIG-IP
deployments to support mobile
users is a big win for us.”
	Jake Seitz, Enterprise Architect, CoreLogic

The F5 and Apple Partnership
Key benefits

F5 Networks®, as an Apple developer, has worked with Apple to provide

· Fast, secure remote access

organizations with protected access to network resources from numerous

· Increased enterprise mobility

access points, including the Safari web browser as well as a wide range of

· Flexible integration options

Mac OS and iOS mobile devices. Through the partnership, F5 has developed a
BIG-IP® Edge Client™ for Mac OS, and the BIG-IP® Edge Client™ and BIG-IP® Edge
Portal™ Apps for the Apple iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. These complementary
apps, which work in tandem with BIG-IP® Edge Gateway™
, BIG-IP® Access Policy
Manager® (APM), and the FirePass® SSL VPN solution, provide Apple users with
convenient, secure, and accelerated access to enterprise resources.
For corporate users, anytime, anywhere access can result in significant productivity
gains. As more and more users connect to networks through mobile devices,
network administrators struggle to protect enterprise networks and applications
from unauthorized access. The F5 for Apple solution enables administrators to extend
policy-based application access for Apple users, in keeping with corporate security
requirements and with full secure sockets layer (SSL) and virtual private network (VPN)
protection. Access is easy, made possible through the Safari web browser or through
clients provisioned by an administrator, a Mobile Device Management (MDM) vendor,
or through an F5 iOS app obtained by the user, for free, from the App Store.
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Learn more

Users

Please visit f5.com to access the
following resources.
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Press release:

Mac

· F5 Announces Two BIG-IP Apps Now
Available at the App Store

Secure Web Gateway
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F5 technical briefs:
· Secure iPhone Access to Corporate
Web Applications (PDF)
· Secure iPhone Access to Corporate
Web Applications (Audio)

· BIG-IP Edge Client App and
BIG-IP Edge Portal App (Image)

BIG-IP Edge Gateway
or BIG-IP Access Policy Manager
or FirePass
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SSL VPN
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Image of interface:
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LDAP, Radius, AD,
Identity Providers,
Cloud IdM

Salesforce,
Google Apps,
Amazon Web
Services/Elastic
Compute Cloud,
Concur, etc.

The BIG-IP Edge Client and BIG-IP Edge Portal on iOS devices provide secure remote access, enabling administrators to
enforce corporate policies and to easily integrate the solution with a broad range of MDM and authentication methods.

Fast, secure remote access

Flexible integration options

Gain accelerated and full Layer 3 VPN
connectivity for iOS devices with BIG-IP Edge
Client, BIG-IP APM, or FirePass.

Enforce web browsing policies, enable
split tunneling and auto-launch VPN, and
integrate with most standard authentication
methods and MDMs.

Increased enterprise mobility
Provide anytime, anywhere access to
enterprise resources without compromising
security.

To find out how F5 and Apple joint solutions can help your business,
contact applepartnership@f5.com or visit www.f5.com/apple.
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